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On behalf of the Management Committee, I have
pleasure in presenting the Annual Report of the
Ipswich Turf Club for the twelve (12) month period
ending 30th June 2021.

This is the twentieth occasion that I have been
privileged to present the ITC Annual Report to
members and whilst much has been achieved in that
time. We still have plenty of unfinished business to
pursue in the times ahead.  

General
 
Whilst 2020 was certainly an extraordinary year it
appears that in many ways the new life that we have
transitioned to has actually become the new norm at
least for the foreseeable future.

It remains to be seen how long the social and
economic impacts of the pandemic will be with us but
it’s safe to say that we are a long way from enjoying
the freedoms and open business environment that we
were accustomed to for decades. 

Whilst the level of business disruption to the club was
less than last year we still operated in a restricted and
highly uncertain environment that presented a range
of challenges particularly for a relatively new
administrative and operational senior management
team.

However, in spite of these ongoing operational
challenges the Club still managed to produce an
operating surplus for the financial year. Undoubtedly
the return of our key event, the Ipswich Cup, was
once again the primary driver of that outcome. I will
expand on that later.
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On Saturday 19 September 2020 we officially opened
the new members’ facilities, race day stalls and
upgraded track. 

Our venue is no longer simply recognised as the
Ipswich Turf Club it is now also the Ipswich Events
and Entertainment Centre giving the city new
opportunities to host exhibitions, conferences and
gala events on a scale not possible before.
Unfortunately, the various restrictions associated
with the Covid health orders have so far prevented
the facility from realising its full potential but
hopefully as we progressively move out of the shadow
of the pandemic we will see the return of larger
community events and corporate race days in these
first class facilities.

In an ironic twist the costs of staffing, maintaining,
insuring and powering the new facilities are
significantly higher than before so when not being
utilised to their full capacity the facilities are actually
a burden on our profitability so the quicker we return
to full capacity the better.

It is acknowledged that the restrictions have also
been a burden on members and guests particularly in
respect of limited venue capacities on larger events
such as Ipswich Cup. Your patience and
understanding has been appreciated as we endeavor
to balance your expectations and the limitations
imposed on us through our approved Covid Safe plan.
Whilst the plan has caused some limitations and
inconvenience it has allowed us to continue operating
when many other venues in the region have not been
so fortunate.
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The reconfiguration of our racing facilities have finally
enabled the Club to pursue its long planned strategic
objective to progress commercial opportunities on
our freehold land that is no longer core racing
property.

To ensure that we get the best possible outcome we
are currently engaged, with the assistance of Racing
Queensland, in the preparation of a Master Plan for
the racecourse precinct. That process, which is
scheduled to be completed this calendar year, will
identify the most appropriate and viable commercial
opportunities available to the ITC.

Challenges

As I have reported to members repeatedly over recent
years the inconsistency of race day allocation to the
ITC is significantly impeding our capacity to market
racing and improve the utilisation of the facilities at
the Club. This has a detrimental impact on a wide
range of racing, sponsorship and financial
opportunities for the Club.

"THIS HAS A DETRIMENTAL IMPACT ON A WIDE

RANGE OF RACING, SPONSORSHIP AND

FINANCIAL OPPORTUNITIES FOR THE CLUB."

It is only a few short years ago that the ITC was the
“Friday Club” successfully racing over 40 Fridays each
year. That consistent race day scheduling has been
lost under the current RQ administration with the ITC
now having the most adhoc race day allocations in
SEQ.

All other race clubs in SEQ are allocated over 90% of
their race dates on either one or two consistent days
per week throughout the year whereas the ITC is
allocated an inconsistent assortment of dates spread
across a variety of five days.

In spite of our ongoing protests Racing Queensland
continues to ignore the prejudicial impact that its     
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current programming strategy continues to have on
the ITC. 

The Committee believes that there is currently a great
opportunity to include the ITC in further strategic
infrastructure projects such as lights to facilitate
racing under lights. 

Following the recent announcement of the approval
of lights for the Gold Coast, Ipswich will now be the
only SEQ Provincial track not able to race under
lights.  

We have the unenviable record of having the most
frequent race day cancellations/alterations through
the RQ heat policy which could easily be resolved
through later racing times.

Ipswich has clear logistical benefits for stakeholders
in terms of proximity and traffic accessibility to all
large horse populations in SEQ, outstanding spectator
and entertainment facilities to attract patrons in the
fastest growing region in SEQ and of course a great
racing surface on a compact track that is cheaper to
light than alternative venues.

Our race fields, betting turnover and
participant/stakeholder support is also
unquestionable so whether it be logistics, patronage
growth, implementation cost or animal welfare and
safety Ipswich has every box ticked when racing
under lights strategies are formulated and we will
continue to publicly push the logic of those
arguments as forcefully as we can. 
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We will be vigorously pursuing a return to long term,
consistent scheduling for the next racing season and
the implementation of Friday racing under lights at
Ipswich.
 
Finances

I am pleased to report that the ITC returned an
operating profit of $70,481.00 for 2020/21 after
allowing for standard depreciation and amortisation.

The Federal Government support through JobKeeper
and Cash Flow Boost were vitally important to help us
ride out the pandemic impact during the financial
year.

As I reported at last year’s AGM the ITC entered into a
new 10 year media rights agreement with RQ and Sky
Racing which provides a significant revenue stream
for the Club. Having said that the ITC Committee
believes that a further refinement of the overall
funding allocation to the Club is needed to better
reflect the costs incurred by the Club in producing
our race day product. This aspect of our ongoing
revenue stream is currently high on our list of
priorities with RQ. 

The ITC remains in a very sound financial position and
as I outlined earlier the Committee will be vigorously
pursuing strategies to stem the prospect of reporting
trading losses into the future. Ongoing frugal cost
management and improved revenue streams,  
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particularly with our new focus on non-racing income
strategies, should see the Club continue to improve
its fiscal position. I refer members to the
comprehensive Treasurer's Report and Audited
Financial Statements for further details.

Racing

Racing during the 2020/21 year returned to some
form of normality although restrictions did have a
dampening effect.

Having said that the fact that racing has been able to
continue throughout the pandemic is an absolute
credit to all racing participants. 

It was fantastic to see the famous Ipswich Cup return
to the SEQ social calendar on 19 June 2021. Under
clear skies the community rallied once again in all
their splendor to support the day. Whilst the
attendance numbers were down on pre COVID-19 era
records the crowd of over 15,000 was still an amazing
achievement having regard to the number of
restrictions and uncertainty that were still being
experienced in the community.

Whilst the crowd numbers may have been slightly
lower the atmosphere was electric and fortunately
the profitability was maintained. The profitability of
the Club is intrinsically linked to the success of the
Ipswich Cup and other major events. 

Chairman's Report cont.
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The Labour Day race meeting was back in 2021 with
continued support from the CFMEU (Mining & Energy
Division). It was a wonderful community day with
thousands attending throughout the day.

The Club conducted 45 race meetings for the year. In
all, the Club conducted 357 races, which resulted in
3374 starters averaging 9.5 horses per race. This is a
strong result given the amount of available racing in
Queensland and is just above the 10-year average of
9.4 per race.

Ipswich Feature Race Winners for 2020/21

The winners of these were:

Ipswich Cup
Happy Go Plucky 
(T: John Gilmore, J: Stephanie Thornton)
Eye Liner Stakes
Snitch 
(T: Tony Gollan, J: Ben Thompson)                      
Gai Waterhouse Fillies and Mares Classic
Lillemor 
(T: John O’Shea, J: Ben Thompson)

Please Note **The 2019/2020 Eye Liner and Gai
Waterhouse Classic were postponed and run Saturday
18 July 2020, also in this financial year.

Ipswich Premiership Winners for 2020/21

Jockey: James Orman
Apprentice: Kyle Wilson-Taylor
Trainer: Tony and Maddysen Sears

Prize Money

For the year 2020/2021 Ipswich racing resulted in an
allocation of over $11.3m in prize money including
QTIS incentive payments, a record by 20% for the
ITC.
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Channel Seven
TAB
Carlton & United Breweries
Diageo
Sirromet Wines
River 94.9FM
Schweppes/Asahi Beverages
Ipswich City Council
Grandview Stud
CFMEU (Mining & Energy)
Ray White Ipswich

Sponsorship

The Club’s sponsors have been generous in their
support during the year. Sponsorship continues to be
fundamental to the success of the Club.

The quest for sponsorship dollars is becoming
increasingly competitive particularly with packages of
the quantum that we seek for Ipswich Cup Day
naming rights.

On behalf of the Committee, I express the Club’s
gratitude to all the club’s sponsors but particularly
our major partners:

The Club will continue to actively pursue new
sponsorship opportunities and ensure that current
sponsors receive maximum value and exposure for
their valuable sponsorship dollar.

Wagering Turnover

The 2020/2021 year was a record for the Club with
over $350m being wagered on Ipswich races. The
Ipswich Cup was also a record with wagering of
almost $29m, an increase of 30% compared to 2019
and an increase of over 20% on the Ipswich Cup race
day record.

 

Chairman's Report cont.
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Track maintenance plant and equipment $171,000
Horse float parking infrastructure $91,000
Hospitality equipment and installation $36,500
Site upgrades and improvements $20,600
Track racing rail and equipment $19,000
Office equipment $5,200

Capital Works and Expenses

During the year the Club invested $343,300 ($239,350
excl. grant deed) in capital works and equipment.
$103,950 was funded by way of a Racing Queensland
grant deed. 

This expenditure included the following items: 

Management Committee Attendance

All members of the Management Committee were
available for the 12 scheduled meetings for 2020/2021.

As Chairman I would like to place on record my
sincere appreciation for the exceptional level of
commitment and support shown by the members of
the Committee during the year. There is no doubt that
this cooperative and cohesive approach plays a pivotal
role in the ongoing success of the Club and the
commitment to setting and achieving targets and
objectives has a significant positive impact on the
staff. 
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I would like to congratulate former long serving ITC
Treasurer Liam Tansey on his recent achievement of
being made a Life Member of the ITC. The
Management Committee recently considered a
nomination to elevate Liam to this esteemed
membership status and in light of his long
membership and meritorious service to the ITC
unanimously approved his nomination. 

Appreciation

The Management Committee would also like to
record its appreciation to the Minister for Racing
Grace Grace, local Members of Parliament,
Government Officials, Board members and staff of
Racing Queensland, owners, licensees, club members
and other supporters of the Ipswich Turf Club for
their continued support during the year.

I would also like to record a sincere thanks to all club
staff who have worked so diligently to achieve our
goals and look forward to their support in the Club's
endeavors in the future.

They have worked through some testing
circumstances during the year but it is clearly evident
from their enthusiasm that can see the great future
that lies ahead.

A special thanks to our Chief Executive Tim Dunn for
his patience and tenacity in working through the
many operational issues on a daily basis.

The hand over from former General Manager Brett
Kitching was well managed and highly effective in a
difficult operating environment.

With much appreciation we wish Brett a happy and
healthy retirement.
 

 

Chairman's Report cont.
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Conclusion

In conclusion I can confidently say that the future of
the ITC has never looked brighter.

Whilst the highly anticipated infrastructure project
brings our facilities into the 21st century it will not in
itself become the commercial panacea that will
provide self-sufficiency into the future.

The newly completed facilities make the venue highly
attractive in terms of membership and corporate
marketability. This aspect of our business has been
difficult in the past and with the new facilities in place
our team will be focusing heavily on promoting and
marketing the new look ITC and IEEC offerings. 

As I have outlined many times our long established
strategy for sustainability and growth is the
commercial development and the stage is now set for
us to move forward with this project which when
finalised will ensure our future financial sustainability.

Although we have continued to keep our head above
water financially it is extremely tough going and
heavily reliant on things outside of our control. Whilst
I have outlined on previous occasions how we have
suffered through numerous missed opportunities
from the procrastination of others it is now time to
move on and make the most of the new opportunities.

We have always been and will continue to be an
industry supportive club. In that spirit the Committee
will work with Racing Queensland and the other
stakeholders to ensure that we get a fair go and that
significant issues such as logical racing under lights
strategies, transparent race date strategies and
equitable funding allocation are worked through in an
open and genuinely collaborative manner.
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With the recent announcement by Minister Grace
that she had successfully argued to have 35% of the
Point of Consumption Tax put back into racing for at
least the next two years it is the perfect time to
prosecute our case to see some of that investment
allocated to infrastructure, job creation and industry
sustainability in Ipswich.  
 
As an organisation we are constantly on the lookout
for new ideas in product, marketing, technology and
social media. This strategy has successfully kept the
ITC at the forefront of racing in Queensland for many
years and the Committee will continue to embrace
new concepts and ideas to ensure that we meet the
challenges of generational change in the market place
and within racing generally.

The ITC will continue to work closely and
cooperatively with industry stakeholders to progress
the Club's objectives. Everyone who participates in
racing at Ipswich is aware of the significant part it
plays in the racing industry in Queensland.

We have a proud history, a viable plan for the future,
with a racing product and venue that is second to
none.

I commend the report to your attention.

Wayne Patch B.Bus CTM
Chairman  
Ipswich Turf Club Inc.

Chairman's Report cont.
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The 2021 financial year was one of uncertainty,
incorporating several curve balls, however the Club
remains in a strong position tangibly and intangibly
with a platform and infrastructure to seize the many
opportunities that our Club will be presented in the
near and distant future.  The net assets of the Club as
of 30th June 2021 are $19,738,597 inclusive of liquid net
assets of $774,985.  

A combination of our strong asset base, large scale
modern facilities, unparalleled community pride and a
team containing diverse and well-rounded skills should
see our vision ‘to be the premier racing, event,
entertainment, and corporate hospitality venue in
Ipswich and the greater region, with modern racing
and function facilities maximising revenue
opportunities’, be one that’s a reality and is executed
on.  

In the year ended 30th June 2021, the Club made an
operating profit of $70,481 after absorbing standard
non-cash depreciation and amortisation deductions. 
 In the 2020 financial year, the Club received an Asset
Grant from Racing Queensland of $14,679,624. This
Grant was received by way of assets transferred to the
Club for works and buildings paid on behalf of the
Ipswich Turf Club. These items have been recognised
in the balance sheet as assets per Note 6 of the
Financial Statements. The value for these items was
provided by Racing Queensland.  

The Profit and Loss Statement includes an
Extraordinary Expense item totalling $395,548 which
is reflective of the depreciation (amortised wear and
tear) on the new upgraded infrastructure, which
comprises of the following infrastructure items (Track
Remediation, Irrigation and Drainage, Grandstand and
Viewing Terrace Roof, Sky DVN Hub, Commercial
Kitchen and Jockeys and Stewards Building).
Considering these abnormal items, the Club has
reported a net deficit of $325,067. The 2021 financial
year saw the completion of further works namely
horse stalls and car park and Racing Queensland have
indicated that the remaining asset value to be
transferred in the 2022 financial year will tally
$5,700,000. 

This will increase the asset base in terms of what will
be reported on the 2022 financial report and mean a
large, albeit abnormal surplus, which will be
represented via the 2022 profit and loss statement our
Club will showcase. 

"THE 2021 FINANCIAL YEAR WAS ONE
OF UNCERTAINTY, INCORPORATING
SEVERAL CURVE BALLS,  HOWEVER
THE CLUB REMAINS IN A STRONG
POSITION"
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"THE MAXIMISATION OF REVENUE
STREAMS AND THE COMMERCIAL
DEVELOPMENT OF AVAILABLE LAND
WE SEE OUR DESTINATION AS A
VITAL COG AND POTENTIAL
EPICENTRE OF OUR GREAT TOWN." 

The income of the Club increased in line with
expenditure, whilst the COVID-19 pandemic effects 
still lingered meaning momentum in the catering and
hospitality departments was disrupted. The obtaining
of government stimulus payments such as Job Keeper
and Cash Flow Boost, meant we were able to keep our
staff onboard and once the effects of COVID-19 erode
we will be positioned to push forward in a strong
fashion, in converting this area of business into an
even stronger profitable arm to the business model. 

Our signature event the Ipswich Cup returned this
year attracting 15,224 individuals and bringing much
joy and a significant positive financial contribution to
the Ipswich economy in general. Statistics generated
from the Cup Day showed that the Race Day was
responsible for generating 3,816 visitor nights to
Ipswich and from an economic and tourism impact
perspective contributed $1,477,286 in total direct and
incremental expenditure for Ipswich and a further
$436,203 in total direct and incremental expenditure
for Queensland. 

In trying times for our local economy, these are
fantastic results and numbers we are confident that
will continue to grow as restrictions ease, and
conditions get back to normal.  

These results also evidence the role our Club can play
in making a stronger Ipswich, in line with our business
planning strategies which includes the maximisation of
revenue streams and the commercial development of
available land we see our destination as a vital cog and
potential epicentre of our great town. 

The Club managed to keep to budget, doors were kept
open where possible despite restrictions and lack of
profit-making opportunities.  Forecasts for 2022
indicate what should be a prosperous year and based
on current activity and events and functions being
scheduled, an improvement on our trading
performance per our interrupted 2021 year is
expected. 

Via continuing to execute on our business planning
strategies inclusive of optimising revenue streams,
maximisation of the benefits produced via the hosting
of the Ipswich Cup, evolution of our sponsorship and
business partnership alliances, continuance of being a
fit for purpose core mid-week race club that optimises
hospitality opportunities to increase thoroughbred
racing attendance and the development of our
available land, means strong future financial results
should be reality. 

Being strategic with our employment and providing
role clarity to staff and maintaining a strong learning
and professional development culture should see the
right people steering the ship in a positive and orderly
fashion. 



The audited financial reports continue to value the
freehold property at a historical valuation of
$1,500,000 however upon completion of Master
Planning and development approval process the value
in this asset is expected to grow significantly. On this
topic Racing Queensland have facilitated a land use
assessment on behalf of the Club, so the goal to have
the development application prepared and lodged by
December 2022 should be on track.

The Club has a strong financial footing and the staff
and Management Committee remain committed to
ensure all business strategies are adhered to and the
value of our wonderful precinct is maximised to its
fullest potential. 

I would personally like to recognise the smooth
transition our CEO Tim Dunn has made into the role
of CEO of our Club. The Club was extremely fortunate
to have the longevity and skillsets of our past CEO
Brett Kitching, however Tim has added his own flavour
and abilities to the role and his presence has already
been felt by the Club in a very positive fashion.

Along with Tim, I’d like to express my thanks to the
entire workforce and my fellow committee members
for their support and contribution with my role as
Treasurer for this amazing Club. I’d also like to
recognize the efforts and expertise of our Club Auditor
Lyn Papa and thank her for fulfilling the duties as the
Club’s Auditor.   

Exciting times are ahead for our Club, opportunities
will present themselves, individuals and organisations
are wanting to partner and align with us, it’s going to
be a great ride.

Brad Bulow B. Com
Treasurer – Ipswich Turf Club Inc.

Treasurer's Report cont.
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